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We believe proactively preventing fraud  
(the loss of money/assets) is the best 

solution. B4 recognises, removes, and 
mitigates financial damage committed 

against your organization before it hurts, 
re-establishing workforce confidence, 

transforming the business, and improving 
profits. B4 tools are already being used by 

a number of organisations to nip fraud in 
the bud, saving millions of euros.

Your Organization and FraudStop Financial Damage
Fraud is pervasive and universal problem 
that is estimated to cost more than 6% of 
global GDP (University of Portsmouth). 

To combat the potential loss to your 
business, B4 has designed a unique tool 
that uses smart algorithms to alert you to 
potential and real financial damage from 
transactions with suppliers and 
customers.
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The Founders of B4 have

combined their 40+ years of 

experience as fraud 
detectives to build an easy-
to-use tool that lets

organizations prevent financial 
damage themselves.

How it Started  
B4 is a user-friendly end-

to-end tool, based on lean 
financial data, which 
enables people in an 
organisation to work 
together to improve 

working capital and internal 
controls, reduce third party 

involvement and 
subsequent costs.

Why myB4.ai?



How B4 Works
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B4 algorithms analyzes your entire business 
through a “money in money out” perspective

Customers Suppliers Loose Money

1: Import 

lean financial 
data from the 
accounting 
system without 
interfering in 
daily operations

2: Execute 

the myB4.ai 
“PreCrime” 
algorithms to 
produce a Financial 
Damage Radar with 
built in insights and 
guidance

3: Interpret 

the results to provide 
the key opportunities to 
improve working 
capital + most relevant 
risks of fraud and 
financial damage + 
Resolution Guidance
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Boost your 
working capital

Resolve small 
frauds before they 
become big ones

Safeguard your 
reputation

Analyze root causes and 
propose resolution options

Expert support to efficiently 
resolve the most tricky cases

The myB4.ai Financial 
Damage Simulator + 
Learning by Experience

Guidance for specific cases on 
how to resolve internally


